
PAOLO BUGIA BUSINESS PLAN

Former PBA player Paolo Bugia finds a new calling in the sport, the idea to retire was something he wasn't really
planning at the time. Most fans (and players) don't realize that pro basketball is really a business first; the.

For as with any patented LA Tenorio drive to the basket, he may take you through the wringer at first, but the
payoff will always take your breath away. For this year old who idolizes Michael Jordan and Jason Kidd is
now recognized for his own hugely popular television commercial, much like his heroes. Not just the shadow
of superstar Rico Villanueva, but also the shadow of a career-threatening ACL injury. Noel: It makes both bar
and food hopping so much easier. He directs traffic, calls plays, and handles the ball like no other player in
college basketball today. So alaskado ako! At the end of the night, we settle down and have a beer to celebrate
another successful and crazy day at Wantusawa. The whole vibe is very real, nothing pretentious, and the
perfect recipe for a good night! Poj: Stretch your legs! In a word, NO. Unlike traditional point guards though,
LA is also blessed with a scorer's mentality. In this DG Traveler exclusive, these Poblacion personalities share
their thoughts to make sure your night out here is a night well spent! Let's all just sit back and enjoy the ride.
So anything for the team, gagawin ko. So nagpapabati ako sa kanila pag guest sila, o nagpapatawa lang ako
kahit sa laro," thus explaining Bajjie's generally jolly demeanor on and off the court. Imagine then that you are
in the seventh grade, and that you've just dunked the ball for the first time. Almost without fail, the chosen
Eagle of the week will greet Bajjie on-air. When news spread of Bugs' tearing his right anterior cruciate
ligament, doubt entered the minds of many Ateneans, wondering if the team could still win the UAAP crown.
Whether it is with power, with grace, or a combination of both, it's the kind of shot that will get Pinoys on
their feet. It was elevated in to an institution of secondary education. Partly subsidized by the Ayuntamiento, it
was the only primary school in Manila that time. It is these two champions that LA now looks at as
inspirations in further improving his basketball IQ. In seven years of playing UAAP juniors and seniors
basketball, he never missed the finals. Though he enjoys laughing and kidding around in basketball games,
Bajjie will be the first to stand up for any teammate whom he feels may have been mistreated or abused by the
opposing squad. It also helps that we have a beautiful campus. Why Ateneo? With a volleyball player for a
mother, it might seem easy to point at genetics as the reason behind JC's high-flying aerial acrobatics. One
who works for travel by day, this self-proclaimed explorer and photo junkie may be seen hanging around the
bar at night. AAmerican Jesuits took over the administration of the Ateneo De Manila in 1teneo de Manila
University has had a long history in sports. For exclusive offers and stories about local travel, sign up for Deal
Grocer!


